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start of the ARtFORCe project
ArTFOrce is a european Union 7th Framework project and stands for
Adaptive and innovative radiation Treatment FOr improving cancer
treatment outcome (www.cancerartforce.eu)

Coen Rasch

This project is made up of a consortium of
top clinical centres and small and medium
enterprises (SmEs)* in Europe, working together to improve treatment outcome and
reduce the clinical and economic burden
of treatments in non-small cell lung cancer
and advanced head and neck cancer. It
combines translational and fundamental
research with sophisticated radiotherapy
treatments guided by functional imaging.
The project started in April 2011 and will
end in 2016. During this period two clinical
trials will be carried out. In both trials
the radiation dose will be escalated in an
unconventional way, based on the FDGPET signal.
AdvAnced heAd And neck cAncer (hnc)
Concomitant chemoradiation is the
standard of care for advanced head and
neck cancer, with (cis)platin-based regimens being most widely used. Other
chemoradiation treatment options have
been tested for superiority but inclusion
of patients was based upon traditional

ESTRO London 2011 was the venue for the Kick-off Meeting of the 7th Framework EU project ARTFORCE (Harry Bartelink,
co-coordinator - centre front)
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clinical criteria. These traditional criteria
concern prognostic markers e.g.: tumour
stage and size rather than selection based
on predictive markers. One such known
predictive marker is HPV positivity of the
tumour. Cisplatin- and Cetuximab-based
concomitant radiation for head and neck
cancer seem to improve the results of
irradiation to the same extent. Although
the addition of Cetuximab to platin-based
chemoradiation has proven to be ineffective with more toxicity in the combined
Cetuximab-platin-radiation arm (K. Ang
et al. ASCO 2011). If cisplatin chemoradiation and Cetuximab+ concomitant radiation are similarly effective, it is unclear
whether it concerns the same patients
who will benefit.
A clinical trial has therefore been designed
with pre-treatment imaging of Zirconium
89 (Zr89)-labeled Cetuximab. Patients will
then be randomised to either cisplatin
chemoradiaton or concomitant Cetuximab
+ radiation. Furthermore, patients will be
randomised between standard (chemo)
radiation (70 Gy 35 fractions) and dose
escalated/redistributed (up to 84 Gy) chemoradiation. The primary endpoint is the
superiority of the dose escalation and the
predictive value of mean Cetuximab uptake in the tumour. Tumour biopsies will
be taken before treatment to develop and
validate new biomarkers to predict treatment outcome in relation to radiation and
cisplatin sensitivity and HPV status.
nOn-SmAll cell lUng cAncer (nSclc)
Local control is improved with higher
radiation dose to the tumour but local
recurrences are frequent. most of the
recurrences are located in the previous
high uptake area on the FDG-PET scan.
However, the prescription dose is usually
based on tumour stage with reduction of
the dose if dose-limiting organs at risk are
likely to suffer (e.g. oesophageal dose or
mean lung dose). Strangely, reasoning the
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other way around: more tumour dose if
the limits (critical normal tissues) are far
away is not widely applied.
Within the ARTFORCE consortium a trial is
to be started using this window of opportunity: inhomogeneous dose escalation to
the high FDG-PET uptake levels, thereby
aiming at the highest tolerable dose taking
the toxicity to the dose limiting organs into
account.
QUAliTy ASSUrAnce (QA)
With unconventional, smaller, more complex and less intuitive radiation fields,
quality assurance becomes increasingly
important. With the introduction of novel
techniques such as ImRT, concerns have
arisen concerning the safe delivery of the
radiation. Accidents have come to the
attention of the community and press interest has been aroused. Traditional QA (i.e.
phantom tests) cover only part of the delivery chain. With in vivo electronic portal
dosimetry, the dose transmitted through
the patient is measured. Combined with
on-line imaging, both delivery errors and
changes in the patient can be monitored.
Within the consortium, homemade solutions for this problem are being developed
and implemented.
It is the aim of the consortium to further
develop the existing non-uniformly applicable QA technologies to a commercial
widely applicable product in 2016.
TrAnSlATiOnAl & FUncTiOnAl reSeArch
The prediction of response to the combination of RT-CDDP or RT-Cetuximab will
be investigated by genomic biomarkers,
including the predictive “Chung” signature, CD44 expression, and EGFR status.
microarray analysis (mA) on mRNA from
the biopsies will allow transcriptional
profiling and validation of the previously
defined signatures and will also provide
essential expression data on CD44, EGFR
EGFRvIII and downstream signaling elements. Although not our primary goal,
obtaining genome-wide expression profiling will allow future testing of promising
biomarkers, maximising information from
the use of this valuable clinical material.

Several biomarkers that have a predictive
or prognostic impact in NSCLC: ERCC1 and
mDS2 (high ERCC1 and mDS2 indicate the
absence of cisplatin response in advanced
NSCLC), Apaf-1 (nuclear Apaf-1 is a negative prognostic marker in T1 NSCLC), Chk1
(phosphorylated nuclear Chk1 is a negative
prognostic marker in T1 NSCLC). The expression of these proteins will therefore
be evaluated by immunohistochemistry
performed on available tissue samples (NSCLC or HNC). Preclinical evidence indicates
that several genes are novel determinants
of cisplatin-induced cell death in a panel
of NSCLC and HNC cell lines. These candidate genes, alone or in combination, will
be further validated for their capacity to
modulate the chemotherapeutic response
in assays that measure the cisplatin response, in combination with RT by applying
algorithms to gene expression profiles
and/or immunohistochemical techniques,
as appropriate. The HPV status will be
studied in the same way as the three
markers described in the first paragraph
for its prognostic value and its predictive
value (interaction between HPV status
and concomitant treatment (cisplatin or
cetuximab) and between HPV status and
type of RT) in a Cox model. The K-ras mutation analysis will be performed on HNC
samples.
coen rasch
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* ArTFOrce pArTner inSTiTUTeS:
• Netherlands Cancer Institute (NKI),
Amsterdam (NL) (responsible for
project management, workpackage leader in adaptive radiotherapy to account for anatomical
changes, the head and neck clinical trial and, jointly with ESTRO,
responsible for distribution of
knowledge and expertise.
• Karolinska Institute (KI), Stockholm
SE (responsible for the work package concerning biological adaptive
treatment planning using advanced
techniques, in collaboration with
RaySearch Laboraties Ab, Stockholm).
• mAASTRO Innovations bV, maastricht (NL) is responsible for the
development and implementation of 3D in vivo dosimetry as an
integrated QA procedure applicable to all the major RT delivery
systems in the EU.
• Institut Gustave Roussy, Villejuif (F)
together with INSERm (Institut National de la Santé et de la Recherche
médicale), Paris (F) is responsible
for the evaluation of specific
biological markers whom to have
predictive or prognostic potential
in head and neck and lung cancer
in relation to treatment outcome.
• mAASTRO, maastricht (NL) will be
responsible for the standardisation
and innovative molecular imaging
for prediction and decision making. It is also responsible for the
workpackage on dose-escalation
by boosting radiation with the
primary tumour based on pretreatment FDG-PET scan in the
lung cancer trial.
• All above mentioned institutes
together with Institut Catala de
la Salud – ICS-HUVH, barcelona
(E); The Christie NHS Foundation
Trust, manchester (UK); Antoni
van Leeuwenhoek Ziekenhuis,
Amsterdam (NL); Stockholms Laens
Landsting, Stockholm (SE) will also
be conducting the lung cancer and
head and neck cancer trials.
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